
breeding, trumpet flowers out of the dead ash 

 

a cautious unfurling, petals, these fragile fingers,  

extended through layers of silt and salt,  

the battle-blown lands where once a city stood.  

 

these vines, they labor furiously, 

expanding and dividing beneath the dust of nations 

nightshades in mitosis, their toxins lovely, bright and narrow 

set against a land destroyed.  

 

likewise myself and my skin,  

a playground for dead things 

and invasive plants to rise from,  

a phoenix, in botany. 

 



 

Disappearing Act 
 

I hide scalpels in the pockets of my cheeks,  

a robber maiden advised this.  

it’s true; you never know what might happen.  

I’ve cultivated my palate to the steel.  

over time it’s come to taste of freedom, like a jawpin.  

 

shackled inside burlap sacks, tossed into wedding water:  

five minutes to unlock the wristicuffs or drown.  

develop the knack or die. it’s that simple.  

blades can decidedly break what skill fails to breach.  

cuts rough like pinking shears through coarse fabrics— 

illusionists knew the addictions of adrenaline, it is much like love.  

 

spider rivers- you dare match your breaststroke against the undertow?  

they’ll find you bloated down the banks in three days time.  

only the varnish on your toenails can identify 

that exquisite corpse. like a tuning fork pressed to your vocal cords 

the blade lodged in the mud bottomed belly of the beast.  

you bobbed for a moment, jubilant, before being sucked down.  

nothing burbled up to mark where you’d gone under.  

 

five minutes to compose an underwater elegy.  

skill or sheer dumb luck. your weapon’s improve the odds, surely,  

but mostly it’s like russian roulette. in one hollow a bullet;  

the other means you have to figure out what comes after the click  

of an empty chamber.  

 

daddy longlegs back into the rive and cheat death 

with your torque wrenches and cheekblades.  

burlap or silk: it’s all the same underwater.  

it all strangles like wedding veils and foreign surnames.  

soft like a shell, doubtless it burns underwater,  

misfiring bullets out of chambers spun wild like  

carnival lights. hallucinations are sometimes blessings,  

much like advice from little robber girls,  

who, on the eve of their wedding,  

sleep more soundly with steel clasped against 

their almost-breasts.  

 



 

deep 

 

head back, expose throat 

so white, no shades, a full contour- 

eyes, closed, so very deep 

not to drown, not to dream 

our last lips touch,  then apart forever, didn’t think it was final. 

like a butterfly, eyelashes lace themselves together,   

tears, a pupal soup, in the cocoon. it leaks and the butterfly is lost.  

stiff fingers down, down, breath coming short,  a motion locked 

heaving, then silence. 

 

neck, so pulsed, can’t touch again 

no more my own but lost 

face not me but behind 

hidden eyes without 

feel all pupil 

no crystal flakes 

can you see me? 

i see you not.  

 

ditches dig themselves to dam back the overflow 

too much for just one—can’t let go of a childhood that wasn’t 

still isn’t. 

no me to look at in the mirror, but still I beat her back.  

 

sleek touch with innuendo mouth spoke too soft to hear the words 

but knew the unspake speech so familiar.  

too know, said he, goodbye.  

voice mute, flushed face she sits stunned, the taste of nothing in her mouth. 

cocoon eyes, relock love, lines, shades, 

oh, so stiff down, tight. 

throats,  so very white 

stiff fingers down, so down, oh! down deep. 

what see? said he, and hid. 

oh, oh, oh. soft, so very, very soft.  

white so very cloud white 

and perfect quite love, oh love, so still and soft and white. 

stiff fingers down, in, deep, deep. 

butterflies emerging, unlacing, overflowing,  

drown, dream, forever lips,  

goodbye, deep, soft, oh goodbye. 

 



 

our last night 

 

I lit a candle before I left the room,  

it burned down while you went to bed,  

a safety hazard.  

the kiss, it was an accident.  

I notice pools of wax on your dresser,  

brittle as your face is  

when I wake you up to break your heart.  



 

promises, promises 

 

…I will repeat and recite 

until you know and believe 

just as sure, effortless 

as you know and believe 

that you’ll breathe again  

once you let go of the air held inside 

as I lean to  

kiss 

   you 

           as 

         such 

          . 

 

 

 

 


